
Note of District Judge Purdy’s judgment, 23/3/12 (Fortnums C)

Each of the defendants faces the same charge [outlines charge].

The Crown bring the case and have to prove it so that I am sure. Burden of proof. Each 
defendant needs to be considered separately.

[Aggravated trespass elements set out]

Here the prosecution say F & M staff tried to block entry, alternatively the tannoy 
unambiguously revokes the license.

Intention needs to be proved. Strictly nobody has to be shown to have been intimidated, 
the key is intention. There are staff and customers said to be alarmed, distressed or 
frightened. As the Crown would say, intimidated. Statute doesn’t define, parties accept 
dictionary (quotes).

All evidence is entitled to equal weight. I cannot speculate but can draw inferences if the 
facts lead only to a particularly conclusion. It’s unnecessary to determine all issues.

Character is relevant in this case. Those with positive character, i.e. no previous 
convictions, more worthy of believe. Those with previous convictions, it is of no assistance 
to me. Prosecution do not say propensity.

Joint enterprise requires the Crown to show that any particular defendant was involved in 
aggravated trespass as a principal or by willingness to encourage or support.

As a clear matter of law, this court has no role in seeking to address the moral or political 
challenges of our day. It’s role is to decide if the Crown has proved the case.

26th March, TUC mass demonstration in central London. Arranged in conjunction with the 
police. Picaddilly, Hyde Park. A group known as UK Uncut advertised a secret target. 
Meeting to collect flags etc at Waterloo. Meeting at Oxford Circus, 200-300. Suddenly 
heading across the street. 

No dispute that 200+ demonstrators entered about 4pm. 4:20 or so, tannoy for an hour or 
so. Left 6 - 6:30.

All defendants accept presence and association with UK Uncut, save Joseph Whitfield to 
whom I shall return.

Dispute is firstly nature and manner of gaining entry, and secondly conduct while on 
Fortnum and Mason including whether damaging and loss is isolated and wrongly 
associated or part and parcel of the intended conduct.

Notes and Harry Turner. That evidence can be summarised as accepting loss to F&M of 
£85,000 including 50% loss of sales deriving from comparison with previous week 
[continues to list factors]. 

Approximately 10% of those demonstrating wore masks, a figure broadly comparable with 
that of those on the TUC march outside.



Very quickly managers directed staff to stand back. At least one, Josephine Burton on the 
confectionary counter, felt intimidated and humiliated. A customer Georgina O’Brien went 
in for the first time and probably the last. She witnessed demonstrators coming into the 
restaurant, chanting pay your fucking taxes, letting off smoke bombs. Felt very 
uncomfortable and aggravated. Thought these people had hi-jacked the point of the 
march. Marcel Santos took two of his biggest waiters to block the entry into the restaurant. 
He accepted the majority were well behaved and felt better when the police took over. CI 
Claire Clarke . Harry Turner, couldn’t stem the flow. Didn’t feel safe, there was swearing 
behind me. Accepted it was the second wave coming through the doors.

[Admissions summarised]

Each defendant has chosen to give evidence. There is an impressive bundle of character 
witnesses. Two witnesses for Joseph Whitfield, and two for everyone on modus operandi 
and reputation of UK Uncut.

McDonnell / Toynbee endorse UK Uncut’s ethos. PT has been on UK Uncut 
demonstrations, but not this particular one. JM was on the TUC march. Each praise the 
non-violent innovative style of demonstration that seems to attract media interest through 
imaginative stunts that embarrass their targets rather than damage UK Uncut’s reputation. 
This is significant for intention and expectation, especially as each denies any knowledge 
of the target and therefore is reliant on that information when going in.

JW aside, each accepts willing involvement. None can be said to be at the front, none is 
said to have stolen or broken anything, nor wore masks, nor produced any instrument 
accept chanting. Each is committed to the UK Uncut cause. 

I find as a fact that F & M operated a lawful retail business, described as genteel, and that 
it had on 26th March 2011 a wide range of clientele, including those off the march itself. 
The undenied influx of 200 - 300 was a trespass and totally changed the trespass of the 
store. Some customers and staff were frightened and intimidated masks, noise, all the 
more startling given the previous tranquility. Police outside and those inside faced a near 
impossible challenge.

However I’m dealing with these defendants and these defendants alone, and the specific 
and carefully particularised charge. Peppersharp. 

Am I sure of a joint enterprise trespass - yes - intending to intimidate those in the business. 
Obstructing or disrupting is clearly made out.

I accept Mr Malone’s point that the role of legal observer is not impartial but pro-protestor. 
However the Crown have to show participation, not an interested observer. They fail to do 
so, so I dismiss the charge against him. Further I cannot be sure that he was a trespasser. 
He entered unopposed. F & M might not have objected to him being there.

I find it unnecessary to distinguish between the remaining defendants. I ask myself with 
reference to the pre 26th March experience, was intimidation intended. Having heard the 
defendants I cannot be sure that any defendant had that intention. 

The sad fact that others may have hijacked the event or willingly changed UK Uncut’s 
modus operandi cannot be used to convict these defendants.


